2017-2018 Academic Year:
Students Served by CALS Study Abroad Office
Total: 504 Students

- CALS Students on CALS Faculty-Led Programs: 217
- CALS Students on other CALS Programs*: 41
- CALS Students on Non-CALS Programs: 142
- Non-CALS Students on CALS Programs: 54
- Incoming Exchange Students: 8
- 2nd Major CALS Students on CALS Programs: 42

*Other CALS Programs include exchanges, semester-long, academic year, internships, and individual opportunities.

$187,328 awarded in scholarships to 336 recipients

37+ different countries

36 faculty/staff led or co-led a CALS program

1,590 Facebook likes
18,714 website views

2 new staff in the department!